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1- iNTRODUCTION 
Most of the current work on the maximum principle in control theory, with the 
exception of Young [11] and McShane [12], deals with necessary conditions that a 
[any] postulated optimal solution must satisfy. The essential weakness here is that 
necessary conditions are proved for an often nonexistent solution--Young [11] cites 
a paradox of Perron to illustrate the logical difficulty this leads to. In partial resolution, 
Young and McShane first prove existence of relaxed controls and then deduce 
necessary conditions in the form of the maximum principle for such a solution. 
In this paper, we take a strictly computational approach to the problem. We 
develop a computational procedure for the control problem and the maximum 
principle essentially "pops out" in the process. The basic idea [1] is easily explained 
in reference to the simple canonical control problem: 
T 
Minimize f g(t; x(t); u(t)) dr, (1.I) 
0 
Yc(t) = f ( t ;  x(t); u(t)); x(O) -~ xl , x (T)  = x 2 given (1.2) 
and the controls u(t) [Lebesgue measurable] are constrained to belong to U compact 
for each t [a.e.]. 
We eliminate the time-consuming phase of solving the dynamic equation by 
introducing the nondynamic problem for each E > 0: 
Minimize f~ [ ~--~-H x(t)--f(t;x(t),u(t))]]'~-g(t;x(t);u(t)] d  (1.3) 
over the class of state functions x(t), absolutely continuous with x(O) ~ Xl ,  x (T )  = x 2 
and over the class of controls as before. [Note that x(t) is no longer constrained to 
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satisfy the dynamic equations and hence we can easily incorporate other state-space 
constraints]. It is easy to show that as e goes to zero the infimum of (1.3) approaches 
the infimum of the original problem in the class of relaxed controls. Indeed, for the 
problem (1.3) the infimum over relaxed controls is the same as that over ordinary 
controls, and is attained by a relaxed control [under the usual additional conditions]. 
But the main point here is the method of obtaining the infimum of (1.3). We choose 
any state function x(t) [absolutely continuous and satisfying iven end conditions] 
and then minimize the integrand in (1.3) at each point t with respect o the control. 
If we extend the minimization over control measures, the minimal point is charac- 
terized by a maximum principle-Hamiltonian thus comes in a natural way. [During 
actual computation using Ritz approximation, a simple condition [Ut] insures the 
optimal approximate control to be ordinary.] As we fix the control and vary over 
the state functions we obtain the usual "adjoint-equations". It only remains to take 
limits as epsilon goes to zero. In the process we, of course, obtain an existence theorem 
for relaxed controls. But more than that we obtain an approximation to the Lagrange 
parameters whose existence alone is usually postulated. Thus, the maximum principle 
is shown to hold for the limiting optimal solution as epsilon goes to zero. It should 
also be noted that we do not require differentiability in the control variable in u-- 
only C I in x is assumed thruout. 
The technique is of the "penalty function" genre (the novelty being in the applica- 
tion to the dynamics) of Courant [2] (see also Hestenes [3]). It would appear that 
the "square-error" function is the best--at least in terms of the most direct route 
to the maximum principle. Indeed it yields a simple method of deducing the form 
of the maximum principle in complicated situations--Huang [4] has used it for 
integrodifferential systems. In this paper we only study control problems for ordinary 
differential equations--Lagrange problems with equality constraints, including 
time-optimal problems. In our technique inequality constraints are taken care of in 
the process of minimizing the integrand. An alternate approach of adding more 
"penalty" terms has been described by Jones and McCormack [5]. For linear control 
problems in banach spaces see Refs. [1, 6]. For application to control problems 
involving partial differential equations and more general penalty functions for 
boundary-value problems see the treatise of Lions [7]. For application to other 
types of problems ee Refs. [8, 9]. 
2. A BAsic ESTIMATE 
We begin with the immediate question: How well does the epsilon problem 
approximate the original control problem ? This question is of course of primary 
importance for computation, and it is interesting that we can answer it without 
the need for any of the usual assumptions of control theory, even including the 
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conditions that assure unique solution to the differential equation. We can also 
consider as general a class of control problems as necessary. However, in order not 
to confuse the main ideas with too much generality, we shall confine ourselves to 
the following class of problems (the extension to more general problems involving 
other types of phase plane constrains being readily made): 
subject to: 
T 
Minimize f g(t; x(t); u(t)) at (2.1) 
0 
2(t) =f ( t ;  x(t); u(t)), a.e., (2.2) 
~(t; x(t); u(t)) = 0, a.e., (2.3) 
where x(t) is absolutely continuous and satisfying additional conditions at the end 
points t : 0, and t = T. The end point T is finite but of course not necessarily 
fixed. The control u(t) is Lebesgue measurable and subject o additional constraints, 
if any. We shall refer to such controls as "admissible" controls. It should be noted 
that not every admissible control necessarily ields a trajectory x(t) satisfying all 
the conditions, (2.2), (2.3) and the end conditions. However, it would be natural 
to assume that there do exist admissible controls that lead to such trajectories. (Even 
this condition can be dispensed with for our purposes in this section.) Nor shall 
we need to impose any smoothness conditions on the functions f('), g(') and ~(-). 
We shall only assume that they are Lebesgue measurable and such that the integral 
in (2.1) is well-defined for each (finite) T. 
The epsilon problem is now formulated as follows: Let 
x('); u('); T) = 1 f2 I[ 2(t) --f(t; x(t); u(t))l[ zh(~; dt 
1 T 
f I! 4,(t; x(t); u(t))ll = 
+2e-  0 
dt 
f~ g(t; x(t); u(t)) clt (2.4) + 
Minimize h(e; x('); u('); T) over the class of (absolutely continuous) trajectories 
x(t) subject o the given end conditions (any other "phase plane" constraints can 
clearly be added); and admissible controls u(t). We add the condition [F]: 
[1 ~(t) - - f ( t ;  x(t); u(t))l[ 2 + [] ~(t; x(t); u(t))lL 2 ~ m < 0% 
where m is a fixed positive constant independent of epsilon. This condition is not 
necessary if for example: 
infg(t; x; u) > --oo (2.5) 
(as in time-optimal problems, see Section 4). 
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The condition (F) is certainly a natural one in that we are, after all, trying to 
approximate the ease m = 0. The need for such a condition may be seen by con- 
sidering the simple example: 
~(t) = u(t); x(0) = 0; I u(t)l ~< 1. 
Minimize: 
f i  [u(t)2 -- x(t)'] dt. 
Here the epsilon problem without he finiteness condition will have minus infinity 
for the infimum while the control problem has zero for the infimum. Unless otherwise 
stated, this condition will be part of the epsilon problem in what follows. 
Again in order not to complicate the exposition too much, we shall assume that 
the infimum of the epsilon problem is attained by a finite final time T,, in the sense 
that 
h(~) = infh(E; x(.); u(.); T) = lim h(E; x,(.); u,(.); T,), 
n 
where T, is finite, and x.('), u~(-), is a "minimizing" sequence for the epsilon problem. 
For such a minimizing sequence, let 
.TE 
= lim inf 89 t (t] ~n --f(t; xn(t); un(t))ll m + I1 ~(t; x,(t); u,(t)ll 2) dt, d(E) 
0 
G(E) = lim sup g(t; Xn(t); un(t)) dt. 
Then of course 
Let us now define 
h(,) = a(,)/ ,  + c( , ) .  
3(e) = sup d(e), 
gCe) = inf G(a), 
where the infimum (and supremum) is taken over the class of all minimizing sequences. 
While 3(E) is finite because of condition (F), g(~) may well be minus infinity in general. 
Under the usual conditions on the dynamics, we shall see however that g(E) will 
be finite. We have of course: 
h(E) = 3(,)/E + g(c). (2.6) 
It is natural now to define g(0) to be the infimum for the control problem, assuming 
it is definable. Then 
h(,) ~< g(0). (2.7) 
With these definitions we can state the following theorem concerning the approxima- 
tion: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose g(E) is finite for some %. Then g(E) is finite for every E 
less than %, and moreover as E ~ O, 3(c) is monotone nonincreasing and g(E) is monotone 
nondeereasing. Further 
lim 8(E)/E = 0, (2.8) 
E-~O 
if g(O) is definable (not equal to plus infinity). 
Proof. Let E be less than %. We have then, as an elementary analysis on sums 
of limits shows: 
~(E)!E + g(E) = h(E) ~< a(E0)/E + g(E0) 
and similarly 
8(E0)/E0 + g(Eo) = h(Eo) <~ a(E)/E0 + g(E). 
Since every quantity on the left side except for g(E) is finite, we can freely transpose 
to obtain 
8(E) -- 8(E0) ~< g(E0) _ g(E) ~< 8(E) -- 8(E0) (2.9) 
E E 0 
and since E is less than %, these relations are consistent only if 
g(,) >~ g(%). 
Hence g(E) is finite. Moreover since the argument can now be repeated with 
E ~ E l~  E0 ~ ~2,  E1 ~ E2 ~ E0 ,  
the required monotonicity follows. Let g (0+)  denote the limit of g(,) as E goes to 
zero. From (2.7), since g(0) is not plus infinity, 8(E) must converge to zero. Again 
with E < q -< %, we have 
g(E) -g (q )  > a(E1) - a(E) 
E 1 
and letting E go to zero in this we obtain that for E < %, 
8(E)/e ~< g(0-~) --  g(E) ~ g(0) -- g(E) < OO (2.10) 
and in particular then 8(e)/E goes to zero. 
Remark 1. It should be noted that the infimum of the epsilon problem has been 
sought in the class of admissible controls. This is natural since, freed of having 
to satisfy the differential equation constraint, any admissible control can be used. 
On the other hand, this means that in general the optimal control will be a relaxed 
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control. In particular, g(0+) may well be less that g(0), the latter being usually sought 
in the class of ordinary controls, as we assume herein also. An example is given 
in Ref. [13] where g(0+) = --1, while g(0) = 0. However, we shall see that the 
infimum for the control problem allowing relaxed controls will be g(0+), at least 
under the usual conditions. But the main point is that in the epsilon problem relaxed 
controls appear of necessity. 
Remark 2. As shown in Ref. [13], (2.9) and (2.10) actually hold for d(,) and G(,) 
(even though the latter may depend on the particular minimizing sequence chosen!) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume g(O) < + oo and that g('o) is finite for some a o > O. 
Then, h(E) is monotone nondecreasing and omitting at most a countable number of points 
in O < E < E o , we have 
h'(,) = ( -  1) 8(E)/,~ 
and 
Proof. 
for a countable number of points and differentiable a.e. Now for A >~ 0, 
h(E + A) - -  h(E) ~< (3(~)/(, + A) + g(E)) - -  (3(E)/, + g(E)) 
= 3(Q(1/(, + 2) -- l/E) 
(showing monotonicety), while 
h(E + A) _ h(,) >~ ( 
8(E + A) + g(, + ~)) - (8(, + A)/E + g(E + ,t)) 
7 + A 
= ~(' + A) (E +,~) 7 
or, (2.11) follows. But omitting a set of measure zero: 
h'(E) = ~'(,)/, + g'(,) -- ~(,)/,~, 
(2.11) 
g'(E) + 8'(E)/E = 0, a.e. in 0 < E < c o . (2.12) 
For E < E0, both g(') and 3(') are monotone, and hence continuous except 
from which (2.12) follows. 
3. FIXED END POINT PROBLEMS 
In order to introduce the basic ideas in the epsilon technique, it is convenient 
to begin with what is perhaps the simplest class of control problems: Fixed end 
point problems with fixed initial condition, and bounded controls. 
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PROBLEM 3.1. Minimize 
T 
f g(t; x(t); u(t)) dt + q~(x(T)), (3.1) 
o 
where T is fixed and finite and 
2(t) - - f ( t ;  x(t); u(t)), a.e., x(0) ----- x 1 fixed (3.2) 
and u(t) Lebesgue measurable, then 
u(t) ~ U a.e., U being compact. (3.3) 
It will be assumed in addition that f ( t ;  x; u), g(t; x; u), cp(x) are C 1 in x, continuous 
in all variables, and further condition G holds1: 
(G): Ix, f (t; x; u)] ~ c(1 + ]L x II 3) for u in U, 0 ~ t ~< T ' " .  (3.4) 
We note immediately that the infimum, denoted g(0), is finite. The epsilon problem 
is formulated as follows: Let 
lj-  
= I1 2 - - f ( t ;  x(t); u(t))[I 2 dt + q~(x(T)) h(,; x(.); u(.) 2, o 
T 
g(t; x(t); u(t)) at. (3.5) + 
o 
Minimize h(e; x(-); u(')) over the class of controls u(t) Lebesgue measurable u(t) ~ U 
and also over the class of absolutely continuous ("state") functions x(t) with x(0) = x I . 
(It is clear that additional phase plane constraints can be added here if necessary.) 
In addition the condition F'  is imposed: 
T 
(F'): f II ~(t)ll zdt ~ m < CX3. (3.6) 
0 
The condition F'  is a slight weakening of condition F, which is possible because 
of the smoothness properties of the functions assumed. Thus, let xn('), un() be a 
minimizing sequence for the epsilon problem. Condition F'  implies that xn(t) is 
uniformly bounded in 0 ~< t ~< T and hence both 8(e) and g(e) (which now includes 
the ~(-) term) are finite. Again, it is readily seen that condition F implies F'. For let 
~,~ - - f ( t ;  xn(t); un(t)) = z~(t). (3.7) 
t This condition as well as [3.3] can be relaxed as in Ref. [15]; for example, we forego this 
generalization i  the interest of simplicity of exposition, especially since it is not an intrinsic 
limitation on the approach. 
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Then, using (3.4): 
I[~., x.]l ~ I[x. ,f(t; x,,(t); u.(t)]l -t- I[x., z.]l 
~< c(1 + II x.  II 2) + m [I xn I[ 
- -  O(1 + Jl x .  II 2) 
(3.8) 
and by the usual analysis (Gronwall lemma) this implies that x,~(t) is uniformly 
bounded. (If the initial condition x,~(0)= x 1 is generalized to %(x(0)) = 0, we 
must then require that the set 
[xlvo(X) = O] 
is bounded, for this result to hold as well as for g(0) to be finite.) 
To solve the epsilon problem we take the following elementary route. Let an 
admissible state function x(t) (that is, absolutely continuous and satisfying x(0) = x t 
and (3.6)) be chosen. To minimize (3.5), we simply minimize the integrand. Let 
m(~; t ;y;  x) = min I 1 ,, ) ,~u ~,2~-E lly - - f ( t ;  x; u)',i ~ +g(t ;  x; u) . (3.9) 
The minimum is clearly attained since U is compact and the functional is continuous. 
It is readily seen further that m(E; t; y; x) is continuous in all the variables. Now 
so that 
T 
h(E; x('); u(')) ~ f re(e; t; ~(t); x(t)) dt + ~(x(T)), 
0 
T 
h(e) >~ inf f m(c; t; 2(t); x(t)) dt + r 
0 
(3.10) 
where the infimum is taken over the class of admissible state functions x(t). To 
reverse the inequality in (3.10), we have only to note that we can find an admissible 
control u(t) such that (a.e.): 
1 
m(e; t; 2(t); x(t)) = ~ 1] 2(t) - - f ( t ;  x(t); u(t))]] 2+ g(t; x(t); u(t)). 
This is obvious if the minimum of (3.9) is attained at a unique point in U. Otherwise, 
we invoke the "half-way principle of McShane and Warfield", as in Young [11]. 
Let xn(') be a minimizing sequence for 
T 
h(e) ~ inf [ m(~; t; 2(0; x(t)) dt -f- ~(x(T)). 
"0  
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Let u,~(.) be a corresponding admissible control sequence. Now it is readily seen 
that x,~(-) is equicontinuous. Hence, we may, by renumbering if necessary, assume 
that x,~(t) converges uniformly to Xo(t ) say. Further, we can see that Xo(t ) is absolutely 
continuous and we may assume that the sequence (again by renumbering asnecessary) 
xn(t) converges weakly to ~0(t). Also, Xo(t ) is an admissible state function. But the 
sequence of controls converge, in general, only in the sense of relaxed controls. 
[Indeed to establish the existence of a relaxed optimal control for the epsilon problem, 
as in the original control problem, takes "no more than a routine exercise in using 
the Ascoli theorem and the diagonal process" (McShane [15]) only more so in the 
present case!] 
The main point is, however, that the optimal control for the epsilon problem 
must be sought in the class of relaxed controls. Because the ordinary admissible 
controls are weak-star dense in the class of relaxed controls, the infimum of the 
epsilon problem, over relaxed controls, is the same as that over ordinary controls. 
Moreover for Problem I, the infimum over relaxed controls is also the same as that 
over ordinary controls. We can now obtain a constructive approach to the maximum 
principle by allowing for relaxed controls. 
Approach to the Maximum Principle 
Let X denote the element in appropriate product space: 
X : : f ( t ;  x; u), g(t; x; u). 
Let F denote a probability (regular) measure on the Lebesgue subsets of U. As/z 
ranges over the class of all such "control" measures, the points 
X'= f f(t;x;u) dF(u), 
U 
describe the closed convex hull of the set 
f j(t; x; u) dt,(u) 
{f(t; x; u), g(t; x; u); u E U}. 
Let us agree to use the notation: 
f(t;  x; u) = J ( f(t; x; u) dl~(U), 
~(t; =; u) = f g(t; x; ,,) d~,(,,), 
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if a "control measure" (the terminology borrowed from Young [11]) is intended. 
It is convenient to denote the closed convex hull by C(t; x). Let 
1 
r(e; t; y; x; u) = ~Jly -- f(t;  x; u)[] a + g(t; x; u) = r(c; t; y; X), 
1 
~(E; t; y; x; u) = ~-~E lly -- f(t; x; u)]l 2 +g( t ;  x; u) = ~(E; t; y; X). 
Then 
re(e; t; y; x) = inf r(e; t; y; x; u). 
uEU " 
Let 
~(e; t;y; x) = inf,(e; t;y; x; u) = inf ~(e; t;y; X), 
~r 
where now the infimum is taken over the class of all control measures/~. We note 
that rh(~; t; y; x) is continuous in t, y, and x. Let ~n(t) be a minimizing sequence 
of admissible state functions for 
T 
i n f f  th(e; t; 2(t); x(t)) dt + ~(x(T)), 
0 
where the infimum is taken over the class of all admissible state functions. If for each t 
the optimal control measure that attains the minimum of r(E; t; ~(t); ;(t); u) is 
unique, or by invoking the McShane-Warfield halfway principle otherwise, we note 
that there is a relaxed control such that 
~(~; t; ~,(t); ~,(t)) = r(E; t; ~,(t); ~,(t); ~n(t)) 
1 f H ~n(t) - - f ( t ;  ;,,(t); u)]] 2 dl~,(u; t) 
2E v 
+ f J ( t ;  ~n(t); u) dt, n(u; t). 
Here ~(t) is a "relaxed control" by which we mean a family of probability measures 
t~(t) defined over the Lebesgue subsets of U such that for each polynomial p(u) in u, 
f j(u) at(u; t) 
is Lebesgue measurable in t. We follow Young [11] for this definition. Because the 
ordinary controls are weak-star dense in the class of relaxed controls, it readily follows 
that 
T 
h(~) = inf f rh(~; t; ~n(t); ~n(t)) dt + ~(~n(T)). 
0 
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Now it is readily seen that ~n(t) can be taken to be uniformly convergent o ;o(t) 
say, ~0(t) absolutely continuous, and (see also below) 
T 
h(e) -- f rh(E; t; ;o(t); ~o(t)) dt + ~(~o(T)). 
0 
Next to obtain the maximum principle, we begin by noting that ~(~; t; y; X) is a 
differentiable convex functional on the compact convex set C(t; x). Hence the infimum 
is attained, and denoting such a point by Xo we know that for any point X in C(t; x) 
we must have [omitting a set of measure zero in t]: 
writing 
d 
-~(e;  t; y; Xo ~- O(X -- Xo))[o=o ) 0, dO 
Xo = f(t; x; Uo), ~(t; x; uo), 
X = f(t; x; u), ~(t; x; u), 
(3.11) 
the left side of (3.11) is readily calculated to be: 
[y - - / ( t ; ,  X;Uo) , ( f ( t ;  X; Uo) - - / ( t ;  x; u))] + ~(t; x; u) -- $(t; x; uo) >~ 0 (3.12) 
or, 
where 
[T, f (t ;  x; Uo) ] - -g(t ;  x; Uo) >~ [T, / ( t ;  x; u)] - -g(t ;  x; u), (3.13) 
T = (y - - f ( t ;  x; Uo))/E. 
We note that (3.13) is also a sufficient condition for Xo to be the infimum, and is 
already recognizable as the maximum principle 
lim f~ f ug(t; ~.(t); .)aodu; t)at = ff f g(t; Eo(t); u)d/~o(U; t)dt (3.14) 
and since we may take ~(t )  converging weakly (in the L2(0 , T) sense) to ~o(t), we 
have also: 
lim f~ f, ~.(t ) - - f ( t ;  ;.(t); u),, 2 dl~..(u; t)dt 
T 
f f i] ~o(t) - - f ( t ;  20(0; u);:, 2 dl%(u; t) dt. (3.15) 
0 U 
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Hence 
Letting 
T 
h(E) = f th(,; t; s s dt + r163 
0 
(3.16) 
~u(~; t) = (~o(t) - -  f(t; s ZTo(t)))/E, (3.17) 
we see that the optimal control ~o(') (which we repeat is now, in general, relaxed) 
is characterized by the maximum principle: 
[Ts(E; t), f(t; ~o(t); ,~o(t))] - -~(t;  s ZTo(t)) 
: max[~(~; t),f(t; s u)] - -~(t;  s u), (3.18) 
where the maximum is now taken over the class of control measures. Finally a routine 
first variation analysis shows that 7t(E; t) must satisfy [see [1]; also note that for 
sufficiently small, strict inequality will hold in (F')]: 
~(r t) + fl(t; ~o(t); ~o(t))*~(~; t) = ~l(t; ~o(t); tTo(t)); 
tp'(~; T) + q~x(~o(T)) - ~  0, (3.19) 
where 
where 
j~(t;s Uo(t)) = f A(t; ~o(t);u)a~o(U; t), 
~l(t;s go(t)) - -  fugx(t;s u) dFo(U; t), 
f~(t; x; u) = V j ( t ;  x; u), 
gt(t; x; u) = V~g(t; x; u), 
~l(X) = v~(x), 
V= denoting gradient with respect o x. 
It is quite straightforward now to get the maximum principle by letting epsilon 
go to zero. Let us use x(~; t), u(a; t) to denote ~o(t), tT0(t), for the solution to the 
epsilon problem (the optimal control u(~; t) being relaxed). Then it is readily seen 
from the estimate (2.8) that 3(~) goes to zero so that x(c; t) is equicontinuous and 
we can consider a convergent subsequence converging to x(0; t) say, uniformly in t. 
Since x(E; t) is bounded, so also then is W(E; t), and hence also W(E; t), the functions 
f l ( '") ,  gl(" ')  being continuous. Moreover, there exists an optimal (relaxed) control, 
and we may take weak limits in (3.18) and (3.19) to obtain the maximum principle 
for the control problem, in the form given by McShane [12]. Also, note that 
g(0+) =g(0). 
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Remark 3. Note that we have incidentally shown that 
a(~)/~ < oo, 
since 
T t *  
[ Ii 7~(~; t)ll ~ dt < oo. 
d 0 
Remark 4. That 
T 
h(e) = lim f re(E; t; ~(t) ;  x,,(t)) dt + ~(x~(T)) 
0 
T 
>/1 lim f ~h(~; t ~n(t); x~(t)) dt + gO(xn(T)) 
0 
and hence with xn(t) converging uniformly to xo(t), and ~n(t) converging weakly 
to ~o(t), we have: 
T 
h(~) = f rh(~; t; ~o(t); xo(t)) dt + 9~(xo(T)) 
0 
T 
>/ f m(q t; ~0(t); Xo(t)) dt + 9(xo(T)) , 
0 
where the strict inequality may hold. 
Remark 5. It is convenient to use the notation 
1 
r(E; t; y; x; u) = ~ I]Y -- f ( t ;  x; u)ll ~ +g( t ;  x; u). 
Let us fix t and let 
re(E; t; y;  x) = r(E; t ;y ;  x; Uo) , 
and let us assume now that the minimal point u o is unique. Then letting 
m(r t; y + Oh u ; x + Ohm) = r(~; t; y + Ohu ; x + Oh~ ; Uo) 
we note the usual inequalities: 
r(E; t; y + Oh~ ; x + Oh~ ; Uo) --  r(E; t; y; x; uo), 
-~< m(r t; y + Oh~ ; x + Ohm) -- m(r t; y; x), 
r(~; t; y + Oh~ ; x + Oh. ; Uo) -- r(~; t; u; x; Uo). 
Since U is compact, every sequence Uo contains a convergent subsequence and the 
limit must be a minimal point and hence equal to u o . Hence: 
d Ohm) o=o d u~ o=o m(~; t; y + Oh~ ; x + = ~ r(E; t; y + Oh~ ; x + Oh. ; (3.20) 
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and the left side is zero as soon as 
d u0) 0=0 r(~; t; y + Oh~ ; x + Ohx ; = O. 
Remark 6. Let x(~; t), u(E; t) denote an optimal solution of the epsilon problem, 
and suppose we see how well we can do in the original control problem if we took 
u(~; t) for the control. Let x0(~; t) denote the solution of 
=f ( t ;  x(t); u(c; t)) x(0) = Xl 
(note that u(E; t) may well be a relaxed control but because of condition (3.4), the 
differential equation still has a unique solution, see Young [11]). Let 
y(t) = Xo(E; t) -- x(~; t). 
Then 
y(0) = 0; ~(t) =f ( t ;  x0(E; t); u(~; t)) - - f(t ;  x(~; t); u(~; t)) --  ~(E;  t), 
from which it follows that 
d [y(t), y(t)] ~ M([y(t), y(t)] + E) 
or y(t) goes to zero uniformly in t with epsilon. 
Also 
- -( f~g(t;  x(~; t); u(E; t))dt + ~0(x(~; T))) ~ k sup l y(t)l -'-~0 
PROBLEM 3.2. Minimize 
T 
f g(t; x(t); u(t)) dt + ~(x(T)), 
0 
where T is fixed and finite, subject to (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), and, in addition, 
r x(t); u(t)) = 0, a.e., (3.21) 
where r x; u) is continuous in all the variables, and continuously differentiable in x. 
Let g(0) denote the infimum, assumed to be less than plus infinity; in other words 
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there is at least one solution to (3.2) satisfying (3.3) and (3.21). In extending the 
class of controls to include relaxed controls we require that the latter satisfy 
~(t; x(t); u(t)) = f ur x(t); u) dt~(u; t) = O, a.e.. (3.22) 
A relaxed control satisfying (3.22) is not necessarily approximated by ordinary 
controls atisfying (3.21). Thus the infimum over relaxed controls may well be strictly 
less than g(0), as the following simple example shows: Minimize xl(1 ) subject o 
"~1 = X22 - -  U2~ 
"~2 : -  U, 
'~3 : X24~ 
Xl(0 ) = X2(0 ) = X3(0 ) = 0, 
l u l~ l ,  
~(t;x;u) =x  2 =0.  
It is apparent that g(0) is zero, while the infimum over relaxed controls is (--1). 
The epsilon problem is formulated as that of minimizing (2.4) over the class of 
admissible state functions (that is, absolutely continuous, atisfying F', and x(0) = x 1 , 
and over the class of controls u(') satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We note that the estimate 
(2.8) applies. In particular, we shall see that g(0+) is the infimum for Problem 3.2 
over the class of relaxed controls. Let us again use the notation 
m(~; t;y; x) = min 1 u~U ~ (11 y - - f ( t ;  x; u)[] 2 + II ~(t; x; u)H 2) + g(t; x; u). 
Then clearly 
T 
f re(e; t; 8(t); x(t)) dt + q~(x(T)) ~ h(e), inf 
0 
where the infimum is taken over the class of admissible state functions and h(e) 
denotes the infimum for the epsilon problem. That actually equality holds is readily 
seen again by invoking the McShane-Warfield halfway principle. Let x~(t) be a 
minimizing sequence of admissible state functions, and let us denote the limit (of 
an appropriate subsequence) byxo(E; t). 
Approach to the Maximum Principle 
Let tz denote a regular probability measure (or control measure) on the Lebesgue 
sets of U. Let C(t; x) denote the set of points X in the appropriate dimension product 
space: 
X = f(t; x; u), if(t; x; u), q~(t; x; u), 
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where as before 
/(,; x; ,,) = . f /~ ' ;  x; .),~.(,,~, ~(,; x; ,o = ~f~(' ,  x; ,,),~,.(,,), 
as F varies over the class of all such measures. Then C(t; x) is the closed convex 
extension of the set 
{f(t; x; u), g(t; x; u), $(t; x; u), u ~ U}. 
Let us use the notation 
1 - - f ( t ;  x; u)lj 2 + II ~(t, x; u)ll m) + ~(t, x, u) r(~; t; y; x; u) = r(~;t;y;x) = ~( t ly  
and let 
r~(~; t;y;  x) = inf r(~; t ;y;  X). 
x~C(t;x) 
Then as before, it is readily seen that 
T 
f r~(~; t; ~(t); x(t)) dt + cp(x(T)) h(~) inf 
0 
_-- f r  rh(,; t; ~o('; t); Xo(,; t)) dt + 9~(Xo(E; T)). 
o 
Again letting 
rh(,; t; y; x) = r(,; t; y; Xo), 
we have for any X in C(t; x) that (omitting a set of measure zero in t) 
ado r(,; t; y; Xo + O(X -- xo)) o=o >~ 0, 
leading to the maximum principle 
W,f(t; x; Uo)] +[r  ,~(t; x; Uo)] -~( t ;  x; Uo) 
>~ [W,/(t; x; u)] + [~b o,~(t; x; u)] - -~(t;  x; u), 
where 
~e = (y - f ( t ;  x; Uo))/,; r = ~(t; x; Uo)/,. 
Corresponding to Xo(E; t), there is a relaxed optimal control dFo(E; u; t)[,-,.,Uo(E; t)] 
and by a routine variational analysis we have letting 
W(,; t) = (So(e; t) -- f(t;  Xo(,; t); Uo(,; t)))/,, 
~bo(,; t) -----~(t; Xo(,; t); Uo(,; t))/,. 
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that T(E; t) must satisfy: 
+ fx(t; Xo(,; t); Uo(,; t ) ) *kv-  ~l(t; Xo(E; t); Uo(r t))*4o(~; t) 
- -  ~ l ( t ;  Xo(r t ) ;  Uo(r t ) )  : O, 
W(r T) + 91(Xo(,; r))  = O, 
where 
= 4(t; Xo(,; t); u) d/zo(,; u; t), ~(t; Xo(,; t); Uo(,; t)) ~ [ 
(3.23) 
(3.2y) 
and that 
and other notation is the same as before for Problem 1. We have the epsilon maximum 
principle: 
[W(E; t),f(t; Xo(,; t); Uo(~; t))] + [4o('; t), ~(t; Xo(~; t); Uo(E; t))] - -~(t;  Xo(,; t); Uo(,; t)) 
= max[W(E; t),f(t; xo(,; t); u)] + [40('; t), ~(t; Xo(,; t); u)] -~( t ;  Xo(,; t); u) 
(3.24) 
Let us now consider the situation as epsilon goes to zero. The main difference 
from the earlier treatment for Problem 3.2 is that we must now show that ~o(E; t) 
converges as epsilon goes to zero. First of all we may take Xo(E; t) [for suitable 
subsequence] converging uniformly in t to xo(t ) say, and the corresponding controls 
to converge (in the weak-star topology) to d/zo(U; t) say. Then we note (since 3(E) 
converges to zero) that 
2o(t) = f(t; Xo(t); Uo(t)); Xo(0 ) = x 1 
~(t; Xo(t); Uo(t)) = fv•(t; Xo(t); u) d/zo(U; t) = 0, (3.26) 
the latter following from the fact that for each continuous functionf(t), we must have 
lim f[ fv[f(t),~(t;xo(,; t); u)] d/z(,; u; t)= f[ fir [f(t),4(t;Xo(t); u)d/zo(U; t)] = 0, 
where we have denoted by d/z(,; u; t)[~-mo(,; t)], the control corresponding to Xo(~; t). 
Also 
T 
g(O+) = f g(t; Xo(t); Uo(t)) dt + ~O( xo( T ) ) 
0 
and g(O+) is also then the infimum for the control problem in the class of relaxed 
controls satisfying (3.22). 
Suppose now that J'TI[4O(E ~ ; t)[l 2 dt< M < oo for some sequence En going to 
(3.25) 
r x; u) = v~r x; ~) 
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zero. Let us denote the weak limit of a subsequence by ~o(t). Then since ~(E~ ; t) 
satisfies the linear equation (3.23) and W(% ; T) is necessarily bounded, it follows 
that W(% ; t) is bounded. Hence 
sup f~ 1]~(% ; t)lJ2dt < oo 
and hence ~u(E~ ; t) is equicontinuous, and we may renumber, as necessary, to have 
W(E~ ; t) to converge uniformly in t to W(t) say. Clearly, the first term on the left 
of (3.24) 
[W(e, ;t), f ( t ;  X0(E n ; t ) ;  U0(E n ; t ) ) ]  
converges s weakly to 
[kg(t), f ( t ;  Xo*t); Uo(t)) ]. 
The next term in (3.24), 
[~o(~-;t), ~(t; x0(E,~ ;t); Uo(~, ;t))] = ][~(t; Xo(E, ;t); Uo(~n ; t))l]2/~, 
converges to zero a.e., since the integral over [0, T] goes to zero. On the right side 
of (3.24), both f (t ;  Xo(E; t); u) and ~(t; Xo(~; t); u) converge uniformly in t, so that 
we may take weak limits in (3.24) to obtain the maximum principle 
[W(t), f ( t ;  Xo(t); Uo(t)) ] - -~(t;  Xo(t); uo(t)) 
= max[Tt(t),f(t; Xo(t); u)] + [~o(t), q~(t; Xo(t); u)] --if(t; Xo(t); u). (3.27) 
Suppose now that 
T 
f I[ ~o(En ; t)[[ 2 dt 
o 
is unbounded for every sequence En going to zero. Let us pick a subsequence that 
makes Xo(~n ; t) converge uniformly in t to Xo(t ), and the controls Uo(~; t), in weak-star 
topology, to Uo(t ) as before so that (3.25) and (3.26) hold. Let 
T 
k J  = f II r ; t)JI 2 dt. 
d 0 
Let 
Wn(t ) = tIt(r n ; t ) /k . ,  
c~.(t) = C~o(E,~ ; t ) /k . .  
Dividing thru by kn in (3.23), let us note that Wn(t) is bounded. Clearly 
t ,  T 
sup | [[ ~,~(t)I[ 2 dt < oo 
d 0 
2 Here and elsewhere it is understood that we will be dealing with subsequences a  required. 
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so that we have equicontinuity and may take (suitable subsequence r numbered) 
~,,(t) to converge uniformly in t to ~(t) say. Similarly, let us take ~,,(t) to converge 
weakly to ~o(t) say. Then by taking (weak) limits in (3.23) we have 
~(t) + fl(t; x0(t); Uo(t))*Tt(t) --~x(t; x0(t); Uo(t)*~(t) = O, 
7J(T) ---- 0. 
And correspondingly, taking limits in (3.24) we obtain [a.e. in 0 <~ t < T]: 
[~(t),f(t; Xo(t); Uo(t)) ] = max[Tt(t);f(t; Xo(t); u)] + [4,(t),q~(t; Xo(t); u)], (3.28) 
we note that (3.27) and (3.28) can be combined by introducing a multiplier )~ in 
front of ~(t; Xo(t); Uo(t)) and saying A ~ 0. There is now the possibility that t/t(t) 
is zero. To avoid this one can introduce additional conditions involving derivatives 
with respect o u--as is usual--see Refs. [10, 13]. 
Computational Aspects 
We shall now study some of the questions that arise in examining computational 
aspects more deeply, and at the same time indicate a particular scheme for solving 
the epsilon problem. In doing so we shall need to make some additional assumptions 
which are natural in the practical context. 
We can appreciate in a general way that as epsilon is made smaller and smaller 
we will run into computational ccuracy problems while too large an epsilon will 
have no relation to the control problem we wish to solve. This is best seen by 
examing a Ritz approximation, or our version of it for the problem. Let C[0, T] 
denote the Banach space of continuous tate functions under the sup norm. Let 
{bn(t)} denote a sequence of basis functions in C[0, 1']. For each n, let 0ft, denote 
the set of functions panned by bk('), k -- 1 ..... n, such that 
fr  ~akbk(t!i2dt <m. (3.29) 
0 1 
For each n, we now consider the epsilon problem over the class of state functions 
(denoted S,) of the form 
Xl + ak bk(s) ds, (3.30) 
1 0 
where the {ak} must satisfy (3.29), corresponding to condition (F'), and over controls 
u(t) as before. (The controls are not approximated by basis functions.) Let us denote 
the corresponding infimum by h,(~). Clearly any admissible state function can be 
approximated uniformly in t by functions in S,, as closely as desired for large enough n, 
and of course S, is also conditionally compact. 
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Let 
h.( , )  = + g.( , ) ,  
where the quantities are defined the same way as in Section 2, the subscript n denoting 
restriction to Sn. It is evident hat 3n(E) and g~(~) are again monotone in the same 
fashion as before. Let 3n(0 ) and gn(0+) denote the limits as E goes to zero. Since 
hn(~ ) (unlike h(,)) has no given upper bound, 3n(0) need not be zero. In fact, we have 
0 ~< (3n(,) -- 3,(0))/, ~< (g~(0+) --gn(,)), (3.31) 
so that 
lim(h~(r --  8~(0)/e) = gn(0+). (3.32) 
Thus, h~(E) eventually increases without bound [0(1/E)] as we make epsilon smaller. 
Of course 
and 
h(,) -~ hn+l(, ) ~ hn(E )
h(E) = lira hn(*), for each E > 0. 
Let us now indicate a method for obtaining h(~). We begin with any element 
of Sn,  say with all {ak} set to be zero, in the absence of any prior ideas concerning 
the optimal state function. Call this xl(t ). We now make the following assumption (U1): 
minueu ~ (N Y --f(t; x; u)l] 2 + II $(t; x; u)/I ~) + g(t; x; u) 
is attained at a unique point in U, for each t, y, x and E. Let ul(t ) denote the minimal 
point in U for y = ~l(t), x = xl(t ), so that in our previous notation 
m(,; t; ~a(t); xl(t)) = r(e; t; 21(t); xl(t); ut(t)). (3.33) 
(The assumption (U1) can clearly be weakened to hold in a suitable neighbourhood.) 
We now choose x2(t ) so that 
T 
inf f r(,; t; 2(t); x(t)); ul(t ) dt -{- cp(x(T)) 
x(')~Sn 0 
(3.3Y) 
(which is attained in general by an element in the closure of Sn) is attained by x2(t ). 
Note that the function re(E; t; ...) is not required to be known. We next determine 
u2(t ) so that (3.33) holds with xl(t ) replaced by x2(t), and continue on this way to 
produce the sequence 
x.(t), un(t ). 
Now 
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fv m(e; t; ~n+l(t); xn+l(t)) dt + ~(x,+l(T)) 
o 
= fT  r ( , ;  l ;  ~n+l(t ) ;  Xn+l(t);  Un+l(t)) dt -~ ~(Xn+l(T)) 
o 
T 
f r(,; t; ~n+l(t); xn+l(t); un(t)) dt q- ~(Xn+l(T)) 
0 
T 
< f r(,; t; en(t); xn(t); un(t)) dt + cp(x~(T)) 
0 
_ f r  rn(,; t; ~n(t); Xn(t)) dt + 9(xn(T)) (3.34) 
0 
and we have thus a monotone decreasing sequence. From any subsequence we can 
choose a further subsequence such that Xn(t), :r converge in C[0, T] to Xo(t), ~o(t) 
say, and now because of condition(U1), the corresponding Un(t) must converge to 
uo( t) where 
re(E; t; 2o(t); Xo(t)) ~- r(e; t; 2o(t); xo(t); Uo(t)). (3.35) 
Moreover we must have 
f r  m(,; t; ~o(t); Xo(t)) dt ~- cp(xo(T)) = lim f r  m(,; t; ~.(t); x.(t)) dt + cp(xn(T)) 
0 0 
inf ~r m(e; t; ~(t); x(t); Uo(t)) dt + q~(x(r)). 
x(')eSn Jo 
The last equality together with (3.35) means that Xo(t), uo(t ) cannot be further 
improved by our procedure. 
Next let us note that xo(t), Uo(t ) is a local minimum for the epsilon problem in 
the sense that 
f { r r(~; t; ~o(t); Xo(t); Uo(t)) at ~ r(~; t; ~o(t); Xo(t); u(t)) at o 0 
for any admissible control u(t) while the first variation of 
f r  re(e; t; ~(t); x(t)) dt + q~(x(T)) 
0 
vanishes at x(t) = Xo(t ). For this purpose we assume that for any h(.) in ~r 
t 
Xo(t) + 0 f h(s) ds 
0 
57x/5/z-7 
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belongs to Sn for all sufficiently small ] 0 I. Now we see from (3.20) that we only 
need to show that 
d r(E; t; 80(t) + Oh(t); Xo(t ) + 0 ft, h(s) ds; Uo(t)) o~o dO o 
is zero. But this follows from the fact that this is true for x,(t), un(t) and we can take 
limits with respect o n. Clearly, in any computational scheme we can only obtain 
a local minimum. In practice we assume that (at least for large enough order of 
approximation) there is only one local minimum, or, at least our search is confined 
to a region where there is only one minimum and it is the true minimum. 
Note that under condition [Ut], we have 
hn'(~) ----- --Sn(E)l ~2, for every , > 0, 
8/( , )  + g/(E) ---- 0, a.e. in { > 0. 
E 
To conclude the computational scheme, we need only now to describe how the 
infimum in (3.33') is determined. Here again we only seek a local minimum. For 
this purpose, let us note that the functional 
f r  r(,; t; 2(t); x(t); u(t)) dt + 9(x(T)) 
0 
is now a function only of the coefficients {ak} and let us denote this function by 
h(,; ~; u(')), ~ = {a~}. 
Then we use the iteration 
where 
G,~ = ~ h(E; ~,~ ;"(9/. 
Hm is an n • n matrix with components 
:I2~ [~:T (~{,)-~(,~ x(,),.{,)), ~ (~(,)_~(,~ x{,);.))] ~, 
+ !s  [~  ~(,; x{,); .)), ~( , ;  x; (,); .))] ~, 
+ ~a, ~ ~oCx{r)). 
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This is then a slight variation of the Newton-Raphson technique (in that no second 
derivatives of the integrand are used). The convergence of the scheme is proved 
by a minor modification on the usual proofs, as given in Ref. [14] for example. Of 
course other techniques can be used. 
Finally, let 3 > 0 be given. Then, in theory, we can find an N and E such that 
,g (0+)  - -  gN(')l < 3. 
For this we only need to first find ~ such that 
Then since 
we have that 
g(0-~-) -- g(~) < 3/4 .... 
8(e)/E ~ g(0-[-) --  g(~), 
g(0+)  - h(,) <. 8/2. 
Next we choose N large enough so that 
hN(,) --  h(,) ~ 3/2. 
(3.36) 
4. TIME-OPTIMAl. (VARIABLE END-POINT) PROBLEMS 
We now go on to extend our considerations to problems in which the upper end 
point T is not fixed. We begin with the simplest class of time-optimal problems. 
PROBLEM 4.1. Minimize f(1)'dt subject o 
2(0 -=f( t ;  x(t); u(t)); x(O) -- x 1 ; x ( r )  -- x2, (4.1) 
where the controls u(t) satisfy (3.3), f ( t ;  x; u) is C 1 in x, and continuous in the other 
variables, and further condition (G) [(3.4)] is satisfied. We assume that there is at 
least one control satisfying (4.1) so that the minimal time is finite. We shall denote 
it by T(0). 
We formulate the corresponding epsilon problem as follows: Let 
! f r  - -  i 2(t) - - f ( t ;  x(t); u(t))!i ~ dt + T. (4.2) h(,; x(.); u(.); T) ~ 0 
Minimize h('- ') over the class of state functions x(t), absolutely continuous with 
x(O) = x~ ; x (T )  = x~ 
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(we shall refer to such functions as "admissible" state functions), and over the class 
of controls as in the original problem, T being now a variable also. Note that we 
do not require condition F or F'  to be satisfied, since the function g(..') now is >/0, 
and thus satisfies (2.5). For each epsilon let h(c) denote the infimum for the epsilon 
problem. Now 
h(,) ~ T(O) 
so that if xn('), Un('), T,~ is a minimizing sequence for (4.2), we must have 
Tn ~ T(O). 
We may thus take T~ to converge. Following the notation in Section 2, let T(E) denote 
the supremum of the limit over all such minimizing sequences. By the kind of argument 
we have been using, it is not difficult o see that there exists a relaxed control d/L(E; u; t) 
and an admissible state function Xo(e; t) such that 
where 
h(,) = 8(,)/,  + T(,), 
T 
8(E) = 89 f II ~(~; t) --f(t; x0(~; t); Uo(E; t))ll ~ dt 
0 
and we have used the notation 
f(e; t; Xo(e; t); u0(e; t)) = fvf(e; t; Xo(,; t); u) d/z(e; u; t). 
Again letting 
(4.3) 
t) = z(,; t)/,, 
z(E; t) = ~0(E; t) --f(t; x0(~; t); u0(E; t)), 
we have that 
hU(,; t) +f~(t; Xo(,; t); u0(,; t))*~U(,; t) = 0, a.e. 0 < t < T(,). (4.4) 
Equally immediate is the epsilon maximum principle 
[~(,; t),f(t; Xo(,; t); u0(,; t))] = max[U(,; t),f(t; Xo(,; t); u)]. (4.5) 
As in Section 2, let us note that T(E) is monotone increasing as E decreases and 8(e) 
converges to zero monotonically. Let 
T(0+)  = lim T(E). 
E-~0 
Let us next go on to obtain the maximum principle for the control problem. For 
this let us note first of all that if for any E 0 > 0, we have T(E0) = T(0+), then this 
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continues to hold for every E > r and we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, we 
can assume that 
T(e) < T(0+) 
for ~ sufficiently small. Hence ~(E; t) cannot be identically zero. But ~(~; t) satisfies 
the linear differential equation (4.4), hence tP(E; t) is different from zero for every t 
in [0, T(E)]. In particular, ~(E; 0) is not zero. Define 
~P(~; t) = ~u(~; t)/ll ~(~; 0)11. 
Then ~'(~; t) still satisfies (4.4), and also (4.5) is still valid with ~(E; t) replacing 
t/s(e; t). Next we can pick a subsequence of 
~'(~; O) 
to converge to a nonzero vector i/s(0) say. Again from (4.4) 
T 
f II ~(e; 0112 dt < 0% 
0 
so that IP(E; t) may be taken to converge uniformly in t. Let us denote the limit 
by gs(t). Then 
f~(t; x0(~; t); Uo(,; t))*gs(*; t) 
converges weakly to 
fl(t; Xo(t); Uo(t))*~(t). 
Since the weak limit of ~(e; t) must be t~(t), it follows that 
g'(t) +/ l ( t ;  Xo(t); Uo(t))*~(t) = o 
for t in [13, T(E)] for every e, and hence in [0, T(0+)] and in particular ]t~(t)l] =~ 0, 
since II ~(0)ll = 1. Moreover, taking weak limits in (4.5) we obtain the maximum 
principle 
[W(t),f(t; Xo(t); uo(t)) ] : max[W(t),f(t; Xo(t); u)], a.e. 0 < t < T(0+). 
It must be noted however that T(0+) may well be less than T(0), and that T(0+) 
is now the minimum in the class of relaxed controls. This is because for each E, 
h(r is the minimum in the class of relaxed controls, since ordinary controls are dense 
(in the "weak-star" topology) in the class of relaxed controls and every (admissible) 
control can be used for the epsilon problem. Finally, T(r and hence T(0+) must be 
less than or equal to the infimum over relaxed controls for the original problem. 
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Generalization of the results for Problem 4.1 to the case where it is required to 
minimize 
fi'g(t; x(t); u(t)) dt 
but everything else remains the same, with g(t; x; u) continuous in all the variables 
and C a in x, is immediate. In the epsilon formulation we must now of course stipulate 
F'. As before, let x(~; t), u(~; t) (relaxed) denote an optimal solution to the problem, 
such that 
~(~; t) = ~(c; t) --f(t; x(,; t); u(E; t)) 
E 
and satisfies the equation 
~(, ;  t) +)~(t; x(,; t); u(,; t))*W(,; t) = ffl(t; x(,; t); u(,; t)) ..- (4.6) 
and we have the maximum principle [a.e. in 0 < t < T(e)] 
[kU(,; t),f(t; x(,; t); u(,; t))] - -~(t;  x(,; t); u(E; t)) 
= max[qJ(,; t),f(t; x(,; t); u)] - -~(t;  x(,; t); u ) ' " .  (4.7) 
Because (4.6) is a linear equation, denoting the transition matrix function by ~(e; t; s), 
where ~b(e; t; 0) is the identity matrix, we have from 
T 
~(~; t) - 4('; t; 0) W(,; 0) + f0 4'('; t; s)gl(s; x(e; s); u(,; s) ds, 
that W(e; t) is bounded as soon as ~(E; 0) is. Hence, if W(E; 0) is bounded, we have 
no problem and we can take limits in (4.6) and (4.7). Let us therefore consider the 
case W(E; 0) is unbounded. Dividing thru by I! W(e; 0)H in (4.7), and denoting 
~(, ;  t) = W(,; t)/lt ~u(,; 0)11, 
we have that 
~l(t; x(,; t); u(,; t))/ll W(,; 0)ll 
goes to zero, and so also the similar term on the left side of (4.7). On the otherhand 
W(c; 0) . (bounded function) 
~'(,; t) = 4(, ;  t; 0)II W(,; 0)II ~ 11 ~'(,; 0)ll ' (4.8) 
so that ~(~; t) is bounded. Again from (4.6), by dividing thru by ]l ~(~; 0)H we see 
that ~(E; t) is bounded, so that, we can find a subsequence ~(En ; t) converging 
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uniformly in t to k~(t) say. Since for a suitable subsequence x(e; t) will converge 
to Xo(t ) say, and similarly 
converges weakly to 
fl(t; t); t) 
L(t; x0(t); 
where uo(t ) is an optimal relaxed control, and ~(e; t) converges weakly to T(t); it 
follows that 
~(t) +fl(t ;  xo(t); uo(t))*T(t ) = O, a.e. 0 ~ t ~< r (0+)  (4.9) 
and we have the maximum principle 
IT(t), f(t; x0(t); u0(t)) ] ---- max[~(t), f(t; x0(t); u)], 
where 
ti ~(t)ll ~ O, since II T(O)II ~ 1. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
As before, (4.9) and the limiting form of (4.7) when ~(e; 0) is bounded, can be 
combined by introducing a multiplier k in front of g(t; x0(t); Uo(t)) and stipulating 
~>~0. 
As a final problem, let us consider the variable-endpoint version of Problem 3.2: 
PROBLEM 4.2. Minimize 
f7 ~ g(t; x(t); u(t)) dt 
as in Problem 4.1, with all the conditions as therein, and in addition the equality 
condition 
~(t; x(t); u(t)) = O, a.e., (4.12) 
where 6(t; x; u) is continuous in all the variables, and C 1 in x. We assume that there 
exists one admissible control satisfying (4.1) and (4.10) so that g(0) in the notation 
of Section 2 is finite. The epsilon problem is formulated as in (2.4) subject o condi- 
tion F. As before we can again show that a relaxed control u(r t) exists with corre- 
sponding state function x(~; t) which attains the infimum of the epsilon problem 
denoted h(E). Let T(e) denote the corresponding upper end point of time, we have 
(3.23) and (3.24) holding, a.e. in 0 ~< t ~ T(r but deleting (3.23'). Because (3.23') 
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is deleted, T(E; t) need not be bounded even if r t) is. (Here we are using of 
course the notation in Problem 3.2.) Hence we distinguish between two cases: 
(1) lim sup ][ N(e; 0)Jl 2 + fr(~)llr t)JI 2 dt < oo; 
~0 
T(r 
(2) lim T(e  n ; 0)][ 2 + f r ; t)ll 2 dt : +00 
'~0 
for every sequence n going to zero. 
Under case 1, we know that we can take appropriate limits in (3.23) and (3.24) 
to obtain the maximum principle as in (3.27) a.e. in 0 < t < T(0+),  where 
T (0+)  : lim T(~) for suitable subsequence as necessary. Under case 2, we let 
. T (~n) 
= [1 r ; t)][ ~ dt k~ 2 IJ ~(~ ; 0)ll ~ + J[o 
and divide thru by k~ in (3.23) and (3.24), and obtain the maximum principle in 
the form (3.28). We can combine (3.28) and (3.27) as before. Also g(0+)  is minimum 
for relaxed controls. As before, there is of course the possibility that the limiting 
functions may all vanish. To guarantee that this is not so one would need additional 
conditions involving derivatives with respect o the control variable. 
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